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The project system was design with a microcontroller
to assist in controlling the motion of a wheelchair and a
home automation system using head movements for
people with disabilities. With this system, the person
with movement limitation can control the displacement
and the comfort on a specific area. [1]
The system can assist quadriplegic handicapped people
with limitation on arm and leg movement to steer an
automated wheelchair and home automation system. [2]
The system includes a head position recognition
technique based on infrared sensor with redundant
pressure system. The sensor device sends the signal to a
computer system that processes the information, include
redundant information from the software to avoid
mistake for incorrect order o reading information. The
system measures orientation angles and send a signal of
converted position into adequate steering commands.
Additionally, the system has a software verification
system to avoid damage or movement problems in
specific areas. The system can be used with several types
of standard electrical powered wheelchairs.
We introduce a different approach for head control for
electric wheelchairs. The signals are received and
converted into proportional signals that control the
wheelchair position and speed. Sensors are used to
monitor the changes due to the intentional head motions
of the patient and deduce the order to control de
Wheelchair with approve of the control software that
monitor the trajectory and take an additional decision to
follow a correct trajectory. The software interface control
generates signals connected to the interface to control
wheelchair with minimum head movement. [3]
After the software design was finished, all users where
adapted to the control algorithm very quickly and
intuitive and were able to follow trajectories on different
places without problems. The interface does not require
any attachments to the head [4].

Abstract—Mobility is important factor for a good quality of
life. Injury on back spine produce loss of self-mobility and
need of additional help from other people include the family
members or medical nurse staff.
The aim of the project is a design a system for provide
independent mobility for disabled people. The final system
would be a design for a Handicapped person with spinal
cord injury those who could not move their hands as well as
legs, with a new human-machine interface for controlling a
wheelchair by head movements. It is a good alternative to
self-movement when other parts of the body have mobility
problems. It has been found that this project can be used by
not only the Quadriplegics, but also by all those who are
mobility impaired.
Quadriplegics are limited in lower and upper member
movement and need a specific device to communicate with a
system like wheel chair for mobility without assistance.
Design mechanism for quadriplegics to provide movement
in a specific biomechanical area and independence is the
main goal of the project.
The system is a following head tilt movement that produces
a signal for control a wheelchair that could operate in any
direction using head movements. This system is
complemented with movement intention sensor software.
The software read the intention and matches the order to
double check the movement order.
Additional to this software, the system has a program to
help the person to follow a specific trajectory and the
control of the position to avoid injury for a mismatch order.


Index Terms—Mobility system, impaired people, tilt
movement, control wheelchair, intention, trajectory

I. INTRODUCTION
For people with disability is important to have an
autonomic system with multiple check verification
because is not possible for this people to respond very
quickly under alert in the trajectory. The final propose is
an autonomic system that receive orders from a person
with mobility limitation and follow a trajectory in very
safe and autonomic way.
Research groups worldwide work on projects to design
system for mobility for disabled persons with the aim of
increasing the quality of life and the autonomy and
independency lifestyle and promotes the social
integration.

II. BACKGROUND
Quadriplegia is because injury or illness that affect the
spinal cord or the nerve system, results in the partial or
total loss of mobility in the use of the limbs. Additional
to spine cord lesion, there are some nerve illness that
affect the mobility, results on partial or total
immobilization of the several part of the body [5].
The paralysis it a result of a damage in the brain or the
spinal cord at a high level C1 – C7 losing function of all
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The Tongue Drive System uses a magnetic stud into
patients’ tongues, allowing them to use the muscle as a
joystick for their wheelchairs [11].
Sensors in the tongue can communicate one of six
basic functions for the wheelchair. The system allows
users to control their wheelchair, and other system
connected [12].
Those of that system can fail producing possible
damage on the quadriplegic people. The way proposed in
the project is the use of additional system to reduce the
probability to have wrong orders because the bad reading
signals [13].

limbs [6]. The only self-movement that the patient can
archive is the head muscles and sometimes partial control
of the one finger. Those movements are monitoring to
control the displacement on the wheelchair [7].
The gold of the project is to help patient to move more
independent using a control system monitoring the head
movement and additional variable to avoid accident in
the wheelchair trajectory [8]. Those systems are intention
movement software, pressure sensor, infrared sensor and
trajectory optimization software. Review the state of the
art on system for quadriplegic movement, the system
designed only use one system to control de movement,
exposing the user to possible damage for mismatch
reading and loss of control.
The design on this project use redundant system to
ensure the best way to following a trajectory in specific
area [9]. The movement of the head in quadriplegic
people is to slow to respond a specific order in alert
situation. For this reason, is important to have software
control, redundant signal information to archive the
specific order or trajectory without damage o problem in
people with movement limitation. [10]

V. PHYSICAL PROTOTYPE
The initial test system use a Mindstorms EV3 Lego kit,
which is a set of elements with sensors, motors and a
programmable module that allows creating and
controlling robots. The scale physical prototype was
design to simulate a smart wheelchair, using two
independent coupled motors in to two axes, similar to the
wheelchair real system, that move one wheel at a time for
easily control on four possible directions (forward, back,
right and left). It is assembled with an idler located at the
rear center for stability in the movement of the device.
The physical model has a chassis and a simulated chair
formed by many supports to maintain its structural
integrity, finally has a wooden dummy sitting on the
scale prototype that will simulate the user position. In
Figure 1 we can observe the physical model of the
wheelchair to control [14, 15].

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Quadriplegia limits the mobility as a result the patients
are forced to depend on other persons causing emotional
stress, limited to do the day to day activity.
The research project addresses the limited mobility
problem intended to make the patient independent in
some limited areas in safe way, using redundant system
(hardware and software) to ensure the correct translation.
VI. MOTIVATION AND PRIOR WORK
Thera are some
wheelchair control.

previous

works

related

with

Figure 2. Scale prototype

A. Control System
Figure1. Attendant controlled electric power wheelchair

The attendant controlled electric power wheelchair
allows an attendant or care giver to drive & control the
wheelchair while walking behind it as the patient or
handicap individual is riding in the wheelchair. This
system needs assistance for translation (Fig. 1).
System using accelerometer readings input position
and sends it to a laptop via Bluetooth, which send
information to several micro controllers that handle a
joystick accordingly to steer the vehicle
Wheelchair driven by the tongue movement is another
alternative but not hygienic way and no comfortable for
the user. Patients must be navigated through a powered
wheelchair control by blowing into a plastic straw to
execute basic functions (Fig 2).
©2018 Journal of Automation and Control Engineering

Figure 3. Control system

An infrared optical sensor TrackIR 3-Pro,
manufactured by Natural Point, was initially
implemented to help people with disabilities. The signal
was sent to a computer with software in Matlab in order
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to control the prototype and the automatization home
system. The TrackIR3 follows a visual field of 32
degrees front (or back if you want to configure it that
way). The device follows the movement a reflective
marker located in a user's glasses and the position of the
point translates it into mouse movements in the computer.
The physical system is shown in Fig. 3 [16,17,18].

C. Variable Operation
In the operation phase, the Boolean values of the
different buttons that are activated to move the intelligent
wheelchair, are
grouped to build an array value
depending on its activation status (0 or 1), after this,
applies a function of conversion of Boolean arrangement
to number to obtain at the exit a single numeric value
depending on which of the buttons is being activated in
the following way: 1 (forward), 2 (backward), 4 (right)
and 8 (left), finally to this numerical value a char
conversion function is applied to it and it is saved in a
type variable called State. In the fig ... the block diagram
of the operation phase of variables is shown (Fig 5).
VIII. MOVEMENT INTENTION SOFTWARE

Figure 4. System physic TrackIR3

The main control software consists of 4 phases:
Control (Cursor position), Variable Operation, Actuation
(signals sent to the actuators or software) and finally the
page break to the main menu. In Fig. 3 the diagram of the
final system, divided into three phases mentioned above
(Fig 4).
B. Control Software
In the control step, by means of 5 transparent boxes
located on top of the 5 buttons of the user interface (Front
Panel) of the intelligent wheelchair, events were created
depending on the location of the wheelchair, mouse and
pointer. The system is activated simultaneously without
press and specific button; since the users to whom the
system is focused have only autonomy in head
movements. In Fig. 4 the block diagram of the control
system and the activation of a button from the step of the
pointer over the button can be observed [19] (Fig 6).

Figure 6. Control software

The table is the results obtained for calculated head
movement, the hits and false positive results were found.
The statistic results on the signal vs order are very precise,
but there are few mismatch results. The mismatch results
could be a wrong driven order and therefore the patient
cannot respond with this head movement on time to
correct the path. This mistake could produce several
damages on the driver. It result on the need of the use
redundant signal y more control software verification;
this is the motivation on the current project and design
(Fig 6).
VI. OUR CONTRIBUTION
In the current project, the infrared sensors and the
pressure sensors reading the tilt of the patient’s head,
with this signal the system controls the motor driven
wheelchair.
The pressure sensor is placed on wheelchair back
which is to be worn by the patient. It is connected to the
micro-controller system when the patient wants to
translate, he must tilt his head in the appropriate direction.
Reading the patient’s head movement, the signal is
sent to the micro-controller system and a control signal
sends signal to the motors that are attached to the two
wheels of the wheelchair.
To translate at any point, the person must move his
head in this direction. Control system provides zero
voltage to one motor and full voltage to another motor
depends on the direction selected. Additional redundant
system is used to avoid mismatch order, the software
read the movement intention to confirm the patient order.

Figure 5. Control software
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[5]

Another software unit help the user to follow a specific
trajectory based on optimum path and to avoid obstacles.
This contribution in the design is the best way to have a
system tolerance to fail to be in any kind of field and
follow any trajectory with low possibility to damage on
the user.
The prototype has been tested on different people in
the Biomechanical center in the UMNG facilities lab and
was found to be working according with the order of the
driver.

[6]

[7]

[8]

VII. CONCLUSION
The wheelchair follows the order send by the patient’s
head.
There are several redundant systems to avoid false
position or mismatch order. The system uses an infrared
system and the pressure system in redundant way to send
the information order. Additional there are a control
software that verify the trajectory and validate the order
send by the till head reading. A sensor in the head, the
system can read the intention of the movement to verify
the signal of head movement.
The prototype has been tested on different voluntary
people in the biomechanical center in the UMNG College
and was found to be working well.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

VIII. FUTURE WORK
In further testing, the prototype controls plan to
incorporate a remote control for blinking people and
algorithm trajectory system control.
In the field test, the need of free head movement
without wheelchair movement was present. It includes
the need of suspend the translation system by specific
position on the display. Now the person would be free to
move the head with power circuit off.

[14]
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